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The Art of Group Coaching
Module 4: Group Coaching 
Demonstration



Course Overview

1. The Art of Group Coaching Model

2. Logistics in Group Coaching

3. Facilitation Confidence Boosters

4. Group Coaching Demonstration

5. Prepare the Structure of Your Group

6. Create a Compelling Registration Page

7. Design Your Marketing Preview Event

8. Become Proficient in Client Enrollment



Group Agreements -
Standards of Presence

• Maintain confidentiality

• Adopt a stand for innocence

• Practice a positive focus

• Connect at a deep level

• Claim my experience as my own

• Listen deeply and with honor

• Give only authentic and positive 
acknowledgment and support

• Practice self-care and self-
responsibility and allow others to 
do the same

• Be fully present
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Confidence 
Boosters –
Check in
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Group Coaching Demo
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Demo Debrief

• What did you learn?

• What questions do you have about the session?
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Module 4 -
Homeplay

• Practice being a group 
coach.

• Post any questions you 
come across in the 
Facebook group, for support 
and acknowledgment.

• Remember to be easy about 
this.

• Go at your own pace.
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Q&A
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Class #5: Prepare the Structure of Your Group

• Next week, we’ll begin 
our marketing 
preparation.

• Slide deck and template 
will be available on the 
download page, for 
those who would like to 
print them out.

• Bring any questions 
that you have about the 
Group Coaching Demo  
and we’ll have time to 
answer them in the 
beginning of next class.
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Consider Yourself Assigned

I assign you to be a beautiful, good, kind, awakened, 
soulful person,
a true work of art as we say, ser humano, a true 
human being. In a world filled with so much darkness, 
such a soul shines like gold; can be seen from a far 
distance; is dramatically different.

Anything you do from the soulful self will lighten the 
burdens of the world. Anything. You have no idea 
what the smallest word, the tiniest generosity can 
cause to be set in motion. Be outrageous in forgiving. 
Be dramatic in reconciling.

Mistakes? Back up and make them as right as you can, 
then move on. Be off the charts in kindness. In 
whatever you are called to, strive to be devoted to it 
in all aspects large and small. Fall short? Try again. 
Mastery is made in increments, not in leaps.

Be brave, be fierce, be visionary. Mend the parts of the 
world that are within your reach. To strive to live this 
way is the most dramatic gift you can ever give to the 
world.

Consider yourselves assigned.

-Clarissa Pinkola Estes
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